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Abstract:

This case study outlines the challenges and opportunities that we are currently facing with data management of acquired datasets at the Stanford Graduate School of Business (GSB) Library and the Stanford Libraries (SUL) that impact data preservation. We will compare and contrast our current approaches for managing data in our respective environments; discuss what is working and what needs to be changed or approached in a different way. We will also discuss how we envision a library data service that seeks to employ standard approaches, like the FAIR principles, i.e. findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. We will identify ways to unify our approaches across our libraries so that we are not working in isolation of each other. We aim to provide considerations that will aid others facing these same data curation and preservation issues.
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Introduction

The Stanford Libraries (SL) and the Stanford Graduate School of Business (GSB) Library are facing growing demands to better manage, preserve, and provide long-term access to our university’s research data. We are also being asked to acquire data from government,
commercial, and private entities, which involves contracts and licenses and requires additional preparation for the data to be discoverable and usable by our faculty and students. In addition to being stewards of campus research-generated data and researcher models, analytical scripts and tools for the long-term, we are becoming more involved in creating and managing the mechanisms for data acquisition and licensing, quality checks, documentation, discovery, computation, and preservation.

Data preservation that follows the FAIR principles¹, i.e. findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable, requires more work than just placing data files into GitHub or a repository with minimal description. We are working to establish appropriate library staffing, infrastructure, workflows, and systems that embrace and address the unmet needs of our growing dataset collections, just as we have successfully done for decades with traditional, physical and electronic collections. It is imperative that we manage, and appropriately curate these data throughout the entirety of their lifecycle.

The datasets, the staffing needs, and the systems are complex, diffuse, highly specialized, and require us to build collaborative relationships between internal library and university departments, and with researchers across campus. In order to address pressing research needs at our two libraries, we have scoped out a set of procedures, workflows, and specifications for systems that will enable the type of data curation that is necessary to ensure long-lived FAIR data, what we endeavour to call a “Library Data Service”².

Both libraries are involved with collecting and providing access to a wide variety of data types and formats.³ The sources of data range from public to private, survey to administrative, and more. These data are acquired for students, faculty, and research teams who also produce “research data”⁴ that we selectively collect. Our broad array of variant data presents us with a number of acquisition, curation, and preservation challenges that we are endeavouring to solve, and define best practices to manage our “data stacks as we move forward.

Context for Understanding our Library Environments

The GSB Library and Stanford University Libraries are not administratively under the same university organization, but clientele and services overlap between the two libraries. The GSB Library is part of one of three professional schools on campus, with Law and Medical being the other two. The GSB Library primarily exists to support the research and teaching needs for all Stanford Graduate School of Business affiliates. It also strives to serve the greater

---

¹ [https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/](https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/)
² Tenopir et al., 2017, p. 25
³ Our working definition of data: content in digital form that can be subject to computation and analysis – can be numeric, textual, image, sound.
⁴ Pryor, 2012. P Research data can be defined as: "the recorded factual material commonly accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings." ([OMB Circular 110](https://www.whitehouse.gov). Research data covers a broad range of types of information, and digital data can be structured and stored a variety of file formats. (University of Oregon Libraries, n.d.)
Stanford community within its subject matter scope and serve the local community. The Stanford Libraries (SL) are not under a particular school or department and support the research and teaching mission across the entire Stanford community.

There is a growing, if not pent up, demand from our faculty and students to access data that typically has not been collected by libraries due to various factors – microdata, licensing issues, personally identifiable information (PII) issues, size is in terabytes or petabytes, cost, etc. from commercial and private entities that in the past typically did not work with libraries. Even though our libraries support and report to different parts of the university, we are collecting data that can be used by all of our constituencies on campus. Thus, it is to our advantage to work in conjunction with each other in order to take advantage of economies of scale and systems that can bolster discoverability and interoperability of our data. Striving to standardize our methods and approaches for providing data services and managing data across our libraries is also desirable and aligns with best practices for data management. In addition to forging a partnership between our libraries, we have also sought partnerships with key campus units where we can align services and infrastructure; specifically Stanford Research Computing Center, University IT, University Industrial Contracts Office, and University Procurement.5

Each of our Libraries engaged in their own needs assessment for managing data. By sharing information that we learned from these assessments, it became clear that both the GSB Library and Stanford Libraries are in the beginning stages of providing efficient management for acquired datasets and employing FAIR practices. We are working on the creation of workflows to properly curate, accession, and make our acquired data available for discovery, access, use, and preservation. We are striving to reduce staff time spent on various dataset management tasks, optimize delivery of services to users, and minimize risk such as data damage, corruption, or loss. Identifying our primary challenges and goals are the first steps to building out our Library Data Services.

Each of the following case studies focus on the steps we are taking to solve the challenges related to appropriate data stewardship6 of our collections. We are in the beginning stages of providing efficient management for acquired datasets and employing FAIR practices. We are working on the creation of workflows to properly curate, accession, and make our acquired data available for discovery, access, use, and preservation. We are striving to reduce staff time spent on various dataset management tasks, optimize delivery of services to users, and minimize risk such as data damage, corruption, or loss. Identifying our primary challenges and goals are the first steps to building out our Library Data Services.


6 “Data stewardship includes the notion of ‘long-term care’ of valuable digital assets, with the goal that they should be discovered and re-used for downstream investigations, either alone, or in combination with newly generated data.” (Wilkinson et al., 2016, p.1).
Case Study: GSB Research Hub

Research needs at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business continue to evolve with a growing focus on empirical research. Traditionally, faculty worked individually or on small teams, today, our researchers are working with larger teams. Where journal articles, smaller datasets, publicly available data and individually collected data used to meet GSB research needs, we have moved to an era where the need is for massive, complex data, proprietary datasets from corporate partners, and government administrative data. All of these data require variant types of storage, security, and computing environments.

In light of this new environment, the Stanford Graduate School of Business conducted an assessment on the current and future trends in faculty research. The goal was to craft a vision of how faculty research at the GSB could expand the frontiers of knowledge, and have an impact on their educational programs, outside organizations, and on society. Through this process it became clear that data needs should be a key focus including; the establishment of systems to house and manage datasets, improve transparency of data holdings across the school, facilitate data acquisitions from outside organizations, and expand field experiments within organizations.

Stanford’s Graduate School of Business created an ecosystem to support the research and data needs of the school, with an emphasis on data, by centralizing its research support services into one unit, the GSB Research Hub. The Research Hub’s mission is to enable pioneering research across all management disciplines at the school. It provides support for data-intensive projects, human behavioral experiments, library support for teaching and research, support and outreach for faculty research initiatives, as well as conferences and programming. The new structure allows for a deeper integration of services, and a strategic focus to support research needs.

The incorporation of the GSB Library into the Research Hub provides the organization with a deep understanding of traditional library functions that can be directly applied to the school’s growing and evolving data needs. Librarians work closely with researchers to identify data sources and acquire datasets and other resources. The data acquisition process is a team-based service that includes; research librarians to support the discovery and evaluation of data sources and providers; contract librarians with a law background to draft and negotiate usage agreements and licenses to ensure the data can be used in the desired way; acquisition librarians to shepherd the agreement through the procurement process; and data access and data curation librarians to coordinate and collaborate with members of the Data, Analytics & Research Computing (DARC) team on data storage, security, access, analysis, and research computing.

The GSB Research Hub contains the following interconnected units:

- The Behavioural Research Lab. The “B-Lab” conducts laboratory-based human subject research, facilitates online research, provides and maintains human subject pools, and provides consultation on experiment and survey design/implementation.
GSB Library. The Library supports research and teaching through access to databases and datasets, scholarly journals and books, individual and group research consultations from librarians with deep content knowledge. They also provide researchers with data acquisition support including contract negotiation, licensing, and procurement.

Data, Analytics & Research Computing (DARC). The DARC team supplements the research capabilities and productivity of GSB faculty by providing; technical, administrative, and project management support of research projects, cutting edge research computing environments, secure storage and access to large data sets.

Research Initiatives. The faculty driven research initiatives include Corporate Governance, Energy Business Innovations, Shared Prosperity and Innovation, Sports Management, Value Chain Innovation, and Venture Capital.

Convening, Programs, and Operations. The “CPO” provides logistics as well as Marketing and Communications support for all of the teams in the Research Hub.

The GSB’s research initiatives each supports focused scholarship in a particular discipline that align with the research of their faculty directors. One of the supported Research Initiatives is the Venture Capital Initiative. As part of this initiative, our faculty want to understand valuations of venture backed companies, how their boards are structured and the impact they have on the economy at large. Of the ten biggest companies in the US, the five largest are backed by venture capital, and the sixth makes venture capital investments.⁷

To build an understanding of venture capital backed firms, researchers need data about these firms. Subject librarians are experts on the data that are crucial for doing business research, and these data need an expert just to pull out basic information. One of the services that the GSB Library offers is acquiring datasets. One aspect of this is negotiating with venture capital data vendors to acquire specific variables about which venture capital firms invested how much, and in what companies. The Library collections staff review corporate data provider contracts like this one. It took several months of negotiation to acquire a venture capital research platform for single company lookups for MBA students and course use, and the same data in a feed format for faculty driven research projects. When the agreement was finalized, library staff set up the authentication to the platform on the library website. This was a challenge because, like many of the companies with whom we work, they did not have a model for providing academics login authentication access.

There was also the challenge of on-boarding the data feed at the GSB. The data engineers on the DARC team, are responsible for making sure the latest data from the venture capital data feed is available and ready to be analyzed by faculty. Maintaining large datasets that need to be updated regularly requires continual maintenance and technical expertise.

---

The data in the feed is just one piece of the story for the Venture Capital Initiative. Other data points researchers need is understanding the share types and the rules that govern them, this is important for understanding a company’s true valuation. If a “preferred” shareholder gets paid first, then those shares are more valuable than a “common” share. The DARC team project managed work to extract data from Certificates of Incorporation documents so our researchers could start with a spreadsheet instead of a pile of legal documents.

With this full data, GSB faculty and their collaborators were able to compute updated valuations for so-called “Unicorn” companies worth over $1 billion, and determined that half were overvalued. Results like this are surprising and important for understanding the US economy.

The Research Hub also facilitates the sharing of this information. In November of 2018, the GSB hosted the Stanford Financing of Innovation Summit⁸, bringing together investors and researchers to share insights in the venture capital market. Events like this one provide tremendous value and help disseminate research into the world.

The work at the Venture Capital Initiative has been widely covered in academic journals, trade publications and business news⁹ around the world. Recently, research on the value of unicorns as on the cover of the Economist¹⁰, providing key insights into IPOs of companies like Lyft and Uber.

Work in the Research Hub at the Stanford Graduate School of Business enables and accelerates research, helping to achieve the mission of the school which is to “Change Lives, Change Organizations, Change the World”. As a result of the Research Hub organizational structures to support data needs, GSB students are able to access venture capital data in an online platform¹¹ for their research, and faculty are able to use the same data in feed in their research and teaching. The Research Hub’s organizational structure allows for a collaborative, interconnected approach to support data is a network of interconnected units supporting research at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business, and beyond.

Case Study: Stanford Libraries Data Workflow Task Force

Given the growing demand for data and services to support analysis and publication, the Stanford Libraries are reviewing how we manage our data. SL conducted a SWOT Analysis¹² and an environmental scan to help us understand our current strengths and limitations in the

---

⁸ Stanford Financing Innovation Summit (November 2018).
¹⁰ A Stampede of Mythical Proportions, the Wave of Unicorn IPOs Reveals Silicon Valley’s Groupthink, The Economist, (April 17, 2019)
¹² SWOT Analysis for Libraries (Libfocus, 2016)
data lifecycle management for both acquired data and research generated data; identify unmet needs and areas for improvement to focus on over the next one to three years; and lastly to identify partnership opportunities to either solve problems with our campus stakeholders or form allies to advocate for SLs central role in the data acquisition, data discovery, data preservation, and data services. 

In order to ensure long-term access and re-use, we have turned our focus towards developing the workflows and infrastructure to curate our acquired data. We formed a Data Workflow Task Force to address these issues. The main work of the Task Force has been to map out the data acquisition workflow specifically to identify the gaps and pain points in acquiring, providing access, and archiving our acquired data, paying special attention to what metadata is important to capture along the way. This group consists of librarians and staff from collections, public service, data services, acquisitions, metadata, and our digital library program.

A “data inventory” or listing of data categories was created to map out the various types of data that we have, are, or anticipate acquiring. Here’s a summary of the inventory:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data hosted by a vendor or third party</th>
<th>Data the Library hosts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memberships, Non-profit organizations</td>
<td>Data on media (CD-ROM or DVD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription or purchase from a vendor or publisher</td>
<td>Subscription or purchased microdata/structured data from vendor or commercial entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenData</td>
<td>Subscription or purchased unstructured data from vendor or commercial entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digitized library collections for computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanford Generated Research Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unstructured data from the web</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This inventory was a useful starting point to help us evaluate and inventory the content, formats, license/access/sharing conditions. The list is further broken down into subcategories based on the source and publisher of the data, cost/licensing. Key characteristics of the data

---

13 Take from Stanford Libraries Data Matrix, internal document created as part of the environmental scan.
14 Data that are acquired with a variety of contractual issues that typically restrict access to our campus users only and require users to agree to a set of usage terms, e.g. an end user license agreements (EULAs). These data can be free, or cost anywhere from $5,000 to $200,000 USD, with file sizes ranging from 200 gigabytes to several terabytes; they are numeric, text, and audio/visual. Often faculty have specifically requested that our libraries acquire this data or subject librarians have identified datasets that would support research efforts on campus and acquired them as part of their overall collection development work. We want to ensure that we manage these assets in a way that ensures they are discoverable, usable, terms of use are clear, and when allowed, the data is properly documented and archived.
(e.g. structured or unstructured, compute ready, End User License Agreement required) that impact overall data management, storage, and access were included. Common data characteristics SL hosts which present us with challenges are the licenses, lack of documentation and metadata provided by the vendor requiring library staff to do data processing and curation, which includes cleaning, data quality checks, creating technical and descriptive metadata, data documentation, (i.e. readme files, codebooks); often delivered on external hard drives sometimes via FTP; which then necessitates discovery and access mechanisms for the data. Like the GSB Library, we are working with companies who currently do not have good model licenses for the academic institutions, nor do they yet have processes in place to facilitate data transfer to us. We find ourselves working with these vendors and publishers to lay new ground for data acquisition and access in libraries.

To outline the data workflow process, each member of the team charted out the entire process of acquisition to access to archiving of a particular data set from the inventory. We evaluated numeric, textual, geospatial data types as well as data that had been acquired years ago and exists on hard drives, CD-ROMs, DVD’s. We identified challenging, unclear, or areas we felt needed improvement and documentation. After each data set was evaluated, a subset of the team collapsed all of the information into a data workflow consisting of the following stages16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Key Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying and evaluate data to acquire</td>
<td>assessment of content; does it align with overall collections in support of research and instruction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License negotiation</td>
<td>terms of use including restrictions on sharing; End User License Agreement required; seeking to create a model license across the libraries for data to ensure key components like sharing for peer review are allowed; well-documented terms for both library staff and users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordering and payment processing</td>
<td>Datasets pose challenges for tracking in ILS acquisitions module; how best to integrate acquisition and license terms and ensure this metadata is associated with data through all stages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data receipt; Quality Assurance; Structural analysis</td>
<td>DATA CURATION! Develop this workflow; data curator position to be filled.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

16 Internal document from the Data Workflows Taskforce, Workflow Stages Outline
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cataloging</th>
<th>Creating content specific metadata templates to ensure consistent description of our data; ties directly into previous. Can we incorporate DDI standards(^{17}) into our metadata schemas; modelling this in a similar way that we have used the ISO 19115 Geographic Metadata Standard for our Earthworks geospatial metadata(^{18}).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Data made accessible to patrons in a trusted manner in accordance with licensing terms; determine most appropriate access control system for patron access; documentation—document these controls and any technical development that was undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and permissions</td>
<td>Would ideally use SSO/Shibboleth when available, but not all external vendors can; integrate End User Agreements/Terms of Use into systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use and portability</td>
<td>Data are in accessible and usable formats that support interoperability; research teams have data physically stored in or accessible in their preferred compute environment within the limits of licenses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Digital Repository (SDR) Accessioning (publishing and preservation)</td>
<td>Data deposited in the preservation core (archival storage); publishing dataset file(s) with associated metadata have persistent URL where a user can access the material; license/sharing terms articulated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With each of these stages, we are developing a roadmap for creating a more FAIR-ified data discovery and access environment. The Task Force has been collecting information about workflow stages, actors, processes, and systems as well as the pain points associated with each. Our final effort will be to process and synthesize the information for presenting to our library directors and other collaborators so that these groups have a clear understanding of our recommendations and decisions that need to be made in order to advance the work, address the

\(^{17}\) DDI Alliance Standards [https://www.ddialliance.org/explore-documentation](https://www.ddialliance.org/explore-documentation)

\(^{18}\) See [https://www.iso.org/standard/26020.html](https://www.iso.org/standard/26020.html) and [https://earthworks.stanford.edu/](https://earthworks.stanford.edu/)
pain points, and build out workflows and infrastructure. The team will identify and propose ways to address these issues by outlining the possible solutions and how best to test them out; what is needed to take these steps (money, time, staff, more research, more technical resources); identify the individuals and/or teams to advance the work; and offer an assessment of the risks and consequences are if no actions are taken.

Considerations and Conclusions

Libraries have historically established effective infrastructures to acquire, provide access, and preserve information sources in variant, ever changing format types. Today, we are evolving to meet the needs of our researchers that require a wide range of data sources. Whenever embarking on a significant shift in workflow and processes, especially when collaborating across organizations, anticipate that it will take more time than originally expected to accomplish your goals. Additionally, goals and priorities will shift as new learnings occur along the way. Both the SL and GSB Libraries are still identifying areas where we can combine our individual services and form a more collaborative Library Data Service.

Thus far we have found common ground for collaboration and efficiencies by developing a shared licensing model, jointly creating a working prototype for a dataset index to aid in data discovery and access and lastly to explore data storage spaces that can be utilized before data are ready to be published and preserved\textsuperscript{19}. The GSB Research Hub has partnered with the Danish company, Consortia Manager to build an electronic resource management system (ERM) designed to support the data acquisition process as well as traditional library resources. Through an API we will be able to pull key information from the platform to incorporate it into a dataset index prototype to create efficiencies in the process. The GSB is improving features in their cloud computing environment, Cloud Forest, and in our on-premise servers that are provided in collaboration with Stanford Research Computing (SRC), and are also administering select datasets through a third-party, Redivis.

Both Libraries have prioritized building and collaborating on a set of model licenses for data acquisitions and piloting the use of ERM in a shared environment. The licensing metadata is highly important for determining access and archiving polices going forward. Our next point of collaboration is for SL to work with the GSB Library to determine if their technical infrastructure can be either implemented or replicated in our environment. Currently SL is evaluating platforms for data curation and access beyond the current set of tools; it is not clear that the third-party solution GSB Library is testing will work for the SL needs. As was noted earlier in the paper, we are attempting to utilize and build upon technical capabilities and workflows in the hopes of creating a more unified Library Data Service. Through these unified

\textsuperscript{19} Both Libraries rely upon a well-established digital repository, the Stanford Digital Repository (SDR) which is file format agnostic and enables long-term preservation of all objects deposited. Research data that is ingested and managed in the SDR generally follows the FAIR principles.
efforts we will continue to improve and grow our data management services and data preservation between our organizations.
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